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July 24, 2021, I was driving 40 minutes away to a relative’s house for a birthday party 
with two children in our family and Gma in the car on the highway with Joe. Q. Public 
when the torture volume was turned up so high I nearly passed out. I did pass out on 
one occasion on the highway in the past with children in the car while being HEAVILY 
beam tortured after trying to go home from visiting our youngest child in the hospital 
who was getting a tonsillectomy.  

 

In a future RS project, I know that RS will indicate these children in our family have 
been tortured with these weapons including their mom who is my first cousin and many 
other family members. 

 

But what’s RS? See the first 10 mins of this video to find out- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EW_eE01CnQ&t=0s 

 

Highway Beam Torture RS from my recorded voice documentation-  

 

Tif’s RS: 

F1: [K. So I'm just documenting that I'm] driving on a highway with a car full of people. 
R1: Modern enemy parts endorse it. 
F = 0:00:05 to 0:00:10, R = 0:00:05 to 0:00:07 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to the beaming tech I’m documenting that is torturing me almost to 
the point of passing out on the highway while driving children and my 97 year-old 
Grandma, there is a modern enemy who has endorsed parts that are being used 
in what is being done to me by this trafficking syndicate. Please see the RS on 
neighbors who are part of the invading syndicate of traitors to humanity that looks 
to be a terrorist cell in my neighborhood that cowardly media will not report on. 
They’re not reporting on this is perpetuating people being put on kill lists and 
tortured with EMF weapons while being exploited and tortured until we are dead. 



- Video of Neighbor’s RS on Masturbation of all the kids here mins 13 to 15- Note: 
When I found this RS, the volume of targeting dropped IMMEDIATELY right after 
I pulled it out and dropped even more when I published this vido the next day in 
public on Youtube. A few days later a big white car with govt stickers pulled into 
that neighbor’s driveway. She was on the street welcoming her and showing her 
where to park- After that, those neighbors stopped decorating their house for any 
holidays- Video- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49Bryxha9dQ 

- Wireless Trafficking Ring that Appears to be Trafficking Our Family As Cash 
Cows RS- 
http://tifvision.net/drive/Global%20Genocide%20Project-
%20Human%20Holocaust%20and%20Capitol%20Siege%20RS/Wireless%20Tr
afficking%20Ring%20Torturing%20our%20Family%20and%20Other%20Neighb
ors%20as%20Human%20Torture%20Crop%20Cash%20Cows%20Documentati
on/ 

- And here is my global genocide file where you can see this is happening globally 
and how it is rolling out. 
http://tifvision.net/drive/Global%20Genocide%20Project-
%20Human%20Holocaust%20and%20Capitol%20Siege%20RS/ 

 

 

F2: K. So I'm just documenting that I'm [driving on a highway] with a car full of people. 
R2: Yeah, where our hunter devours. 
F = 0:00:05 to 0:00:10, R = 0:00:07 to 0:00:08 

Interpretation: 

- Congruent statement. There are hunters connected to our family devouring us in 
some way on the highway while I’m driving. Devouring what? This likely means 
they are devouring our body as we are being surveilled 24/7/365 in 
nonconsensual wireless trafficking that is exploiting us for money and 
depopulation. My Dad and first husband have already been murdered. They had 
the symptoms, and their RS appears to confirm their murders. It also likely 
means literally devouring as the EMF thins and degrades the tissue in our bodies 
as we are slow-cooked by this EMF. 

- Connected RS. Nano-Tech Parasitic Energy and Data Harvesting- Reversal- 
“They hit us and they hit us and they eat a snip.” 01:06:08 in this video- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JV9PQglEbuc&t=4131s 
 

 

 

F3: [And this EMF beam is moving the seat around underneath me. That's how heavy it 
is.] 



R3: Slave 'A', they host study of theater. Then I release and give him sit need. 
Primate/Prime mate send it. 
F = 0:00:10 to 0:00:15, R = 0:00:10 to 0:00:15 

Interpretation: 

- This sounds like a description of what’s going on connected to the EMF beam 
moving the seat in my car around underneath me. Someone being referred to as 
“Slave A” possibly meaning the prime target, appears to be the main subject in a 
study being hosted by a particular group. The group is studying a particular 
theater. Theater in this case is likely referring to studying the theater of war due 
to the previous context in the last two reversals.  

- So, an opportunity looks to have been taken where they needed me to sit still, 
and of course I did because I have to sit still in my seat in order to drive my car. 
Are they using primates to test this system? Or this could be “Prime mate sends 
it” which may be the main person in charge whose tech is mated with the tech 
interface they’ve forced into and onto me, where I’m connected to the study 
being run.  

- I wonder how much money the woman across the street, her husband, and the 
others who have moved in around us make from my getting tortured day and 
night with this beam on me 24/7/365? I wonder how much she gets per night-
rape of all the children that she indicates in her RS that she masturbates here 
likely using EMF beaming tech. For studies? RS has indicated there is at least 
one pedo among this group attacking our family. Are they all pedos? These 
people need to be rounded up, tried, and executed. ALL. Of. Them. Imo. 

- “In warfare, a theater or theatre is an area in which important military events 
occur or are progressing. A theater can include the entirety of the airspace, land 
and sea area that is or that may potentially become involved in war operations.” 

- Something else interesting today. The 
#Hivenet/#BrainNet/#InternetOfBodies/#InternetOfThings broadcasted Elon 
Musk’s name at least twice last night and today my little cousin whom these 
monsters have caused a seizure in before, started singing Elon Musk’s name 
out. 

- Where is our military as its citizens are being exploited, tortured, and murdered, I 
wonder? Besides the ones THE TRAITORS IN OUR OWN MIL WHO ARE 
DOING THIS THEMSELVES TO THE CIVILIAN POPULATION. Where is 
anyone? Truthers seem to be totally distracted by Britney Spears and the rest of 
the cult bread and circus show. 

- And while this is happening to families all over the world, everyone sits and 
questions nothing, researches nothing, and lets it continue as if it were not 
happening. They intend to cull down and enslave all humans so ya know. Keep it 
up. Smh. 

 

 

Tif RS on Friday Evening Radiation Assault- Feb. 25, 2022— 



F4: [What is that sound overhead coming from and who sent it?] 
R4: Special S sue in the MARF and ya muck. They hear the mice says it all. 
F = 0:00:01 to 0:00:04, R = 0:00:01 to 0:00:04 

Interpretation: 

- So this is looking like people being experimented on are being surveilled and 
retaliated against by Stasi Specialists who attack connected to a MARF which 
may be a Multi- Agent Robotics Framework. 
 

- “The lab is currently working on a team of robots named Multi Agent Robotics 
Framework (MARF) that can collaborate and carry out surveillance, exploration 
and mapping, search, and rescue, among other activities required during a state 
of emergency.”  
https://indvstrvs.org/autonomous-robots/ 

- My civilian version of MARF and Human Rights recording here on Telegram, but 
I’ve also put those recordings in this folder. 

- Multi Agent Robotics Framework- #DuckStory- 
https://t.me/OurStillSmallVoice/19391 
 
#TranshumanRights versus #HumanRights- 
https://t.me/OurStillSmallVoice/19392 
 

- The article describes Ai robots of all sorts working with human counterparts in 
order to round up terrorists. Unfortunately, that’s who people are to that nut ball 
global transhuman syndicate who DISAGREE WITH THEM about 
transhumanism which clearly is Satanism imo and is clearly indicated in the RS 
of Former Army Officer, Michael Aquino to be the opposite of positive and ethical, 
and the damage caused by it cannot be over-stated. 

- Biden and his family ARE part of that group from all I can determine. Chantel 
Rion’s RS calls them #LuciBorg, likely short for Luciferian Cyborgs that have 
already mated with machine, but it’s part machine part predatory Ai parasite 
working together across a cyber-physical network to literally attack Creation. Our 
own military is developing this shit and it looks to be being tested on CIVILIANS 
including children, elderly, handicapped, and other vulnerable populations. AND, 
you have both loyal military and NUT BALL, Deep State transhuman military from 
the Ai predator parasite class who call themselves “The Elite.”  See R1 for the 
LuciBorg reversal I mentioned. 
https://blog.ourstillsmallvoice.com/2020/11/02/hunter-biden-joe-biden-bidens-
granddaughters-endorse-him-to-run-for-potus-reverse-speech-analysis-by-
tiffany-fontenot/ 
 
Amazing Polly’s- Growing Up Deep State- The Next Generation of Corruption- 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/MJsTquX9WMk/?fbclid=IwAR2Qv9Dx1ooVkP7Pi
Uwki3ASv1Kh54xoezgw8xxSdicpIQaDwC698yOT1ok 
 
Monsters of Man Trailer- 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bINTjSKwu3Q 
 

 

Tif’s RS regarding June 1, 2022- Man in truck yelling Hey and pointing phone at me as I 
was going into my local grocery store at around 10 in the morning then between 11pm 
and 11:30pm that night a man in a thin man black costume runs across the backyard by 
my sliding glass door. 

F5: [Hi Guys. I'm just gonna document real] quick. 
R5: We're in Calgenic supernaught say ICANN. 
F = 0:00:31 to 0:00:34, R = 0:00:31 to 0:00:33 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to real documentation is being in something connecting to Calnetic, 
possibly a California Genetics program that connects to what supernaught is that 
is also connected to ICANN.  

- More on ICANN and how it connects to Cyberwar-  
https://rumble.com/v178mcf-greg-reese-short-video-welcome-to-california-cyber-
war-and-who-controls-cal.html 

- Supernaught could be a metaphor for escapism and fantasy (Black Sabboth 
Song- Supernaught) and/or wireless gaming nonconsensual experimentation for 
artificial reality entrapment mixed with the eugenic super soldier program, and/or 
could be super-knot which would be a be a big mess connected to genetics and 
California. 

- There is also a company named Caligenix. From its website- “Harnessing the 
power of genomics and technology to create breakthrough personalization. 
Having built the first-of-its-kind DNA + RNA biomarker test, a fully automated 
globally recognized robotics lab and the artificial intelligence to generate 
personalized recommendations, Caligenix is empowering the world’s best 
wellness product brands with the evidence, feedback loop and genomic 
expression they have long needed to improve the health and lives of their 
customers.” 
https://www.caligenix.com/ 
 
 


